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SUMIJARY 

A grmznd based flight simulator, having motion freedoms in pitch ar&i roll, 

has been used to study the difficulties of flying a rcpresentativc jet transport 

aircraft through severe storm twbulcnco. Random atmospheric disturbances of 

RES velocity 15 ft/scc, cor;ibined with longer term draughts in the vertical plane 

of up to 200 ft/sec were studied during flight on instruments. 

?,%ost pilots had surprisingly little difficulty in controlling the aircraft 

despite the severe conditions reprcscntcd. Sam, who made power and trim changes 

freely howover, terdcd to set up long period oscillations in speed and flight 
path, similar to those which have beon roportod in flight. The results provide 

a useful exporlmcntal demonstration of the validity of current rough air flying 

techniques. 

One case of temporary loss of control occurred during the tests and this 

was attributable to the distraction of the pilot from the main flying task 

during R/T conversation. 

*Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report No.65195 - A.R.C. 27554 
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1 INTFKDUCTION 

During the past few years a number of incidents have occurredin large jet 

transport operation which appear to fall into a similar pattern'. Broadly 

speaking they have all involved some loss of control* over the aircrafts' 

longitudinal motion, resulting in the aircraft entering a steep dive from which 

recovery has either not been achieved, or has been achieved only after subjecting 

the aircraft to excessive manoeuvering loads. The cause of these incidents has 

not yet been precisely determined. 

In one or two cases the aircraft carried flight reoorders from which 

continuous trace readings of a few variables, such as height, airspeed, normal 

acceleration and heading, have been obtained. As an example of this type of 

incident, Pig.1 shows extracts from a trace recording made in a Boeing 720 air- 

craft during a scheduled flight over Nebraska in July 1963. In this instance 

control was lost at between 35000 feet and &OOOO feet, during an encounter with 

heavy turbulence, and recovery was only effected at a height of about 12000 feet. 

Although msny of these incidents have taken place under conditions of 

severe atmospheric turbulence, the first of the possible causes to came to mind - 

structural failure - has been eliminated, at least for those oases where control 

was regained before the aircraft struck the grcund. The search for the cause has 

therefore been centered on other possible effects of severe turbulence, such as 

structural vibration of the pilot's cockpit, which might upset the flight 

instruments or the pilot's ability to read them; or the possibility of the pilot 

becoming dis-orientated as a result of apparently conflicting indications fran 

his instruments, combined with unusual motion sensations. Possible causes srising 

from the aircrafts' aerodynamic or control system characteristics are also being 

studled. 

The present simulator investigation was made as a preliminsry attempt to 

establish what control actions a pilot ml&t make when flying through severe 

turbulence, and in order to gain a practical 'feel' for the problem. It was 

also hoped to discover whether there were any obvious signs of d&-orientation, 

due to unusual or conflicting instrument indications. The study was confined to 

searching for possible explsnations'as to how the type of incident described 

above might start. Once a disturbed condition had become established there might 

be further problems arising 111 the recovery, but these were beyond the scope of 

the present study. 

l The term 'loss of control' is used m this context to describe sny situation in 
which the pilot loses command over the motion of the aircraft. No specific cause, 
e.g. loss of control effectiveness is implied. 
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2 DESCRIPl!IOE OF THE SIXUMTION 

The tests were made on the Aerodynamics Department research simulator at 

R.A.E. Bedford'. This simulator was designed for studying handling problems on 

small fighter or the research type of aircraft, and the cockpit layout and 

general environment were therefore not very typical of a large transport aircraft. 

For these tests however the fighter type control stick was replaced by a 

control column and wheel, so that the control forces and movements could be made 

representative of those used in larger aircrsf't. 

The flight instrument layout was simular to that used on many British 

transport aircraft, currently flying, but the artificial horizon, although of a 

type still much in use, was not representative of the latest practice. 

The instrument panel is shown in Fig.2, and the instruments themselves are 

described in more detail in Section 2.1 below. 

This simulator is provided with several alternative visual devices for 

representing the pilot's view outside the aircraft, but none of these were used 

in the present study which ivas treated entirely as an exercise in instrument 

flying. 

A limited amount of cockpit motion was provided in pit& ard roll by a 

hydraulically driven moving mechanism. This aspect of the simulation is 

desoribed ‘in more detail in Section 2.2 'below. 

The flight conditions represented on the simulator were those appropriate 

to a large jet transport aircraft, (A.U.W. 280 000 lb), cruising at 250 knots 

E.A.S. at an altitude of 3OGOO feet. This,speed was chosen as being a typical 

recommended 'rough air' speed for this class of aircraft. The oorresponding 

Maoh number was M = 0.67. The equations of motion used were in the usual small 

perturbation form and probably involved considerable simplification of the real 

aerodynamic characteristics of such an aircraft. In particular, Mach number 

effeots such as drag rise, trim ohange and loss of elevator effectiveness were 

not represented, nor was there any trim change due to engino thrust changes. 

Vhile the use of the small perturbation ooncept is therefore not wholly valid 

for the conditions,represented in this study, it was felt to be adequate in the 

present context: further more such tests mill show hw far loss of IIccmmsnds is 

possible even with no loss of (aerodynamic) stability and oontrol. 

The atmospheric conditions were represented by randcan noise signals, 

filtered to prcduce a power spectrum corresponding to that of atmospheric 

turbulenoe, and superimposed on longer term variations in air-vklcoity 
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corresponding to large scale vertical or horizontal draughts. .Vertioal draughts 

of up to 200 feet/second and horizontal drsughts of up to 100 feet/second were 
studied in the tests. In the lateral plane only random atmospheric disturbances 

were represented. 

Appendices A andB deal more fully with the representation of the aircraft 

and the atmospherx disturbances on the simulator. 

2.1 Flight instruments 

The flight instrument layout used in these studies is shown in Pig.2. 

The artificial horizon was approximately 3 inches in diameter and consisted 
of a fixed aircraft symbol at the centre and a moving horizon bar. The 

sensitivity, for sn+l altitude changes from the horizontal, was such that the 

horizon bar mwed roughly 0.3 inches for each 10 de@ee chsnge in aircraft atti- 

tude. The scaling was non-linear however snd the sensitivity fell off increasingly 

rapidly at attitudes larger than about 230 degrees, so that a total rdnge of 

"-65 aegrees coda be acccmrmcdated. There was no pitch attitude scale marked on 

the instrument, nor were there any facilities for setting a datum attitude. 

The A.S.I. was a single pointer instrument covering the speed range 

60-600 knots a roughly one and a half sweeps of the pointer. The soale was 
linear and msrkea in divisions of IO hots (about 2 movement of the pointer tip). 

The V.&I. covcrea the range +i@OO feet per minute rate of climb d had a 

sensitivity such that the pointer tip moved through about 3 for each 1000 feet 

per minute of vertical speed. 

The altimeter yIas a three pointer instrument reading in hunareas, thousands 

and tens of thousands of feet. 

The behaviour of the aircrsft pressure instruments under the severely 

convective atmospheric conditions represented in these tests is a matter of 
same con jccture. In this simulation it vrab assumed that the A.S.I. faithfully 

xndicates equlvalcnt airspeed, and that the altimeter and V.S.I. would correctly 

indicate true height and its rate of change. Lags and position error in the 

pressure instruments were not represented. 

The instrument panel also contained a turn and slip indicator, compass and 
engine R.P.H. indicator. 
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2.2 Cockpit m&ion 

A general view of the cockpit and Its motion system 1s shown m Fig.3. In 
the longitudinal plane the motion consisted only of a pitching rotation about an 

axis some six feet behind the pilot's seat. While the principal sensation 

imparted to the pilot was the one of chsnging attitude,there was, i.r~ addition, 

some normal motion due to the distance frcm tnc cockpit to the pivot. 

In most of the present tests this single freedom of motion in the longi- 

tudinal plane was used simply to represent attitude changes of the aircraft. The 

translational motion experienoed in the simulator was therefore deficient, partly 

because the ccmponent arising from the k;e&ng motion of the aircraft c.g. was 

not represented at all, and partly be&use the translational motion of the pilot's 
cwkpit, arising from rotation of the aircraft about its c-g. in flight, was only 

represented in a much diminished form on the simdator. (The effective distsnce 

from the pivo\ on the simulator icing only six feet, instead of &haps sixty 

feet on the airorsft.) 

Despite these considerable limitations in the co&pit motion, pilots received 

this aspeot of the simulation reasonably well and seemed to feel'that the motion 

prcduced did enhance the general sensation of flyin& in rough air.' However the 
motion was generally felt to be less severe than would be expected frcrm-the 

conditions shown by the flight instrum&ts. 

In sane of the tests & attempt mas ma&e to represent the heaving motion of 

the aircraft by driving the motion system so that the translational, rather than 

the rotations.1 ocanponent of the simulators movement matched that of the aircrsft. 

This could only be done however by introducing attitude changes on the sirrollator 

cc&pit which did not correspond to attitude changes J.?J the real aircraft. In 

addition the translational motion resulting from the 30' range of attitude avail- 

able on the simulator, i.e. 3 feet, was so small that the translational motion 

$4 to be artificially dsmped out almost as soon as It had been initiated in order 

to avoid hitting the limits of the motion travel. 

Pilot's who tried both forms of motion simulation found that flight in 

turbulence was more difficult to control in the latter case than when the motion 

simply repesented pitch attitude changes. Whilst this might be attributed to 

a genuine control difficulty, arising from the effects of normal acoeleration, it 

seems much more likely that it was simply due to the presence of spurious motion 

sensations, because of the false attitude changes and because of the distortion 

of the acceleration inputs needed to keep the motion travel within bounds. 
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In the rolling plane the simulator cockpit was banked in proportion to 

computed aircraft bank angle, the available range of movement being 515 degrees. 

3 CONDUCT OF THE TESTS 

Ten qualified pilots took part 111 the tests with the -craft character- 

istics represented as described in Appendix A. Of these, five had considerable 

currant experience of large Jet transports in airline operations. (These sre 

denoted by the ccd.e letters, D, E, J, K and L when discussing the results in 

Section 4.) The remaining five were pilots engaged on experimental or test 

flying, usually with a military background of medium or heavy aircraft 

experience, (A, B, H, I), although one had most of his experience on the lighter 

type of twin engined aircraft (N). All were well quallfled in instrument flying. 

Shortly after the experinlent started it was discovered that the aircraft 

characteristics described in Appendix A had not, in fact, been correctly 

represented. The efqect of this was to make the aircraft speed unstable, and 

also to sirmdatc a more aft centre-of-gravity position than was used for the 

remainder of the tests. At the time of this disoovery two other qualified 

pilots had made trials. The results of these nre noted separately in Section 4, 
since they may be of scme interest in idicating the effect of more adverse, 

but still practicable aircraft characteristics. 

The pilot's briefing before the test was as follows:- 

"You are flying a large jet transport aircraft at 30000 feet with the 

autopilot disengaged and at the recommended rough air speed (250 knots). It is 

known that there is thunderstorm activity in the neighbourhood. During the 

flight you may be asked to make changes in he&t or c-se and these instructions 
should be treated. as though they had been made by an air traffic oontrol centre. 

Try to fly the simulator as you would an aircraft under these cond-ltions and 
make any calls to A.T.C.C. that you would consider appropriate.* 

There was no discussion, prior to the trial, as to how the aircraft might 

behave, nor of what action the pilot should try to take. However, by the time 

these tests were made, (in September/October I%!+), airline pilots generally 

were well awere of the problems of rough BZT flyrng and had been given advice on 

the technique to use in such conditions. Broadly this was described as "attitude 

flying", but the interpretation of this technique in practice was one of the 

objects for stu&y in the wesent investigation. 

Before the experimental portion of each trial the pilot was given a 

learning period in which to become accustamed to the environment of the simulator 
and to the handling characteristics of the airoreft repesented. The simulatea 
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turbulence, but not the large draughts, were demonstrated during this time. 

The actual trials were not started until the pilot said that he was happy that 

he knaw how the simulated aircraft responded to the controls, this learning 

pericd lasting between twenty minutes and an hour for different pilots. 

Each trial lasted between fifteen and tvrenty five minutes. During this 
time the simulated aircraft was subjeoted to continuous random disturbances, 

representing atmospheric turbulence having an Wi gust velocity of approximately 

15 feet/second. In addition, five or six large draughts, with peak velocities 

of up to 200 feet/second al7d lasting for durations of fran ten to twenty seconds 

were superimposed on the randcmx disturbances. Towards the end of each trial the 

pilot was asked to reduce altitude fra 30000 to 20000 feet, and then, about 

five minutes later, to turn onto a new heading. One of the larger draughts was 

usually made to coincide with the beginrung of each of these manoeuvres. 

Continuous trace recordings of the following nine variables were taken 

throughout the trials. These, together with the pilots comments, formed the 

data resulting frcm the tests. 

Horizontal component of draught velocity 

Vertical aomponent of draught velocity 

Elevator 

Throttle 

Aircraft pitoh attitude 

Normal acceleration at o.g. 

True rate of climb 

Equivalent airspeed 

4 FU%XLTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Data from recordings 

As an illustration of the type of records obtained during these tests 
Figs. 4(a) to 4(e) show the complete time histories for the trials with four of 

the airline pilots (i.e. D, J, K, L), and for the pilot, (N), who had the least 

experience of large aircraft. These records are included to provide an overall 
picture of the sequence of events during the trials, and to illustrate some of 

the longer term fluctuations in the variables. It is appreciated that these 
records may be difficult to interpret, because of the small scale on which they 

have had to be reproduced, and because of the intermingling of so1118 of the 
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irdivtiual traces*. Portions of some of the recordsare therefore reproduced 

in a clearer form in later figures. 

Signzficant tiferences 111 the precision with which various pilots could 

control the simulated aircraft when flying through turbulence are apparent frCmn 

the five records reproduced. Pilots K and L (Figs. 4(a) and (b))were notable 

for the ease with which they lxmited the excursions in airspeed, pitch attitude 

an3 rate of climb to relatively small values, considering the severe nature of 

the applied disturbances. Negligible changes in throttle position and small, 

gentle elevator usage are a feature of these records. 

Pilot J was performing almost as well, although using larger throttle 

movements and rather more activity on the elevator, uzitil the start of the 

descent. At this point however a very large excursion in speed, nttitude and 

rate of descent ocourred, smounting almost to an upset, apparently similar in 

character to those which gave rise to this scrzes of tests. This incident is 

described and d.is~ussed in greater dctad in Section 4. 

Pilot D (Fig.4(d))maintained adequate control throughout the exercise but 

his excursions in speed, attitude and rate of climb tended to be larger than in 

the other cases Just discussed. Uore use was made of the throttle, and there was 

a more distinct tendency towards long term oscillations of the flight peth, which 

are most apparent on the rate of climb trace. The period of these oscillations 

was usually about 45 seoonds, i.e. just under one half of the period of the 

alrcrnfts phugoid mcde (about 110 seconds). 

* The following guide towards recognnlsing the different traces in figures (a) to 
(e) may be useful. 

The rsnddy fluctuating trace at the top of the record shows the output of the 
noise generator used for representmng the vertical component of atmospheric 
turbulence, (see AppendixB.l). It J.S of little immsdiate importance in the 
present discussion. The two ti-sees below this, whxh are steady for much Or the 
time, but which may be identified. by the occasional rsmp-function disturbances, 
show the horizontal and vertical components of draught velocity, the vertical 
component be% the lower of these two traces. Below this again is the trace 
showing throttle position, which may be identified by its generally steady 
behaviour, with occasional step like changes. Two traces in the centre of the 
record show elevator angle and. pitch attitude. These often follow each other 
fairly closely, but the attitude trace may generally be identified by its smoother 
appearance and, frequently, by the presence of the airoraf't short period oscilla- 
tion, having a period of about four seconds. The normal acceleration trace may be 
identified by its typically spiky appearance. Towads the bottom of the record 
the rate of climb trace is distinctive for its smooth, long period, fluctuations, 
and beneath this, usually the lowest trace, is that recording indicated airspeed. 
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Pilot N (Pig. 4(e) fad control of the simulator during this exercise more 

difficult than did sny of the other pilots who took part. A tendency t-da 

osoillation of the flight path was apparent, even in the absence of any draughts, 

with the per&d of this oscillation agun being about 45 seconds. 

The records shown in Fig. 4(a) to (e), together with those of the other 

pilots, were analysed to find the msximum excursions in airspeed and pitch atti- 

tude which occurred throughout each trial. 

The results are shv$m in Table 1 belov. 

Table 1 

ANALYSIS OF SIMULATOR RECORDS 

MAXIMUM EXCURSIONS OF SPEED AND ATTITUDE DUXING TURWLENCE 

pilot Equivalent airspeed Pitch attitude 
datum 250 knots Datum 0' 

Slow Fast Nose up Nose down 
I 

A 222 (-28) 270 (+20) +4' -15O 

B 217 (-33) 278 (+28) +12O -16O 

D 214 (-3&) 268 (+18) +13O -14O 

E 226 (-24) 268 (+18) +4' -16O 

H 205 (-45) 208 (+38) +13O -14O 

I 210 (-L,.O) 268 (+18) +14O -13O 

;l 
211 (-39) 330 (+80) +13O -33O 

215 (-35) j 270 (40) tlOO -13O 

x 238 (-12) 1 270 (+20) +lo" -IO0 

L 224 (-26) 1278 (t28) +10° -14O 

N 220 (-30) I280 (+30) ] +15' j -23' 

Notes 1. During 'upset' by pilot J. 

2. Excluding values occurring during 'upset'. 

Apart from the incident in pilot J's trial, which resulted in a peak air- 

speed of 330 hots and a maximum nose down attitude of 33', the largest speed 

fluctuations recorded were from 205 knots to 288 knots, during pilot H's trial, 

and the largest attitude changes were from 15'nose up to 23' nose dcmn during 

pilot N's trial. The smallest disturbances occurred during pilot K's trial 

when the speed was kept between 238 knots and 270 knots and the attitude changes 

to within 210'. 
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As a more detailed study of pilots' control actions when encountering a 

large updraught, time histories have been taken from seven of the records in the 

ismediate vicinity of such a draught and these are reproduced in Figs. 6(a) to 

(g). The draughts studied are all of similar shape and the perticulsr one chosen 

was the first large draught that the pilot encountered during the trial. Before 

discussing these time histories in detail the response of the aircraft to a large 

updraught in the absence of any action by the pilot, (i.e. controls fixed), may 

be studied with the aid of Fig.5. 

As the aircraft enters the updraught the direotion of the airstream rela- 

tive to it is inclined upwards and the aircraft is therefore subJected to an 

increase in incidence. This causes an increase in lift, so that the flight path 

also starts to incline upwards, but at the same time the static stability of tha 

airoraft causes a nose down attitude change, in an attempt to restore the 

incidence to its trimmed value. At first sight it might have been expected that 

the combination of an upward inclination of the flight path, and an increase in 

incidence, would lead to an initial fall off in speed. However another immediate 

effect of the updraught is to incline a component of the lift vector forwards, 

along the flight path, with the net result that the speed rises initially. If 

the updraught persists for long enough, and no thrust changes are made, the axr- 

craft will eventually stabilise in the original attitude, (i.e. that before 

entering the draught), but with a rate of climb equal to the draught velocity. 

Alternatively, if thrust is reduced so as to maintain constant height, the air- 

craft will stabilise in a nose down attitude equivalent to the upward gradient 

of the resultant velocity vector. In practice large updraughts of the type 

considered in this study probably do not persist for long enough for the stabilised 

condition to be established, and the aircraft is subJected to a continuously 

varying disturbance as it passes through the draught. 

The magnitude of the updraught represented in the controls fixed response 

measurement shown mI'ig.5 was similar to that which was represented in the 

piloted trials. At a ?rJe forward speed of about 600 feet/second the 200 feet/ 

second upilraught would cause the relative velocity vector to be inclined upwards 
-1 at tan $ or 18'. The record shows that in practice the aircraft pitched dcwm 

to about 13’ before the upward inclination of the flight path began to reverse 

the nose down tendency. During this time the airspeed increased to about 275knuts. 

The maximum nose up attitude when the aircraft left the draught was 10'. There- 

after the motion died away through the lightly damped phugoid oscillation, tiich 

had a period of about 110 seconds. 
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For the piloted trials the draught was slightly more complex in shape, having 

two smaller peaks before the main draught, (see Figs.~6(a) to (g)). The pilots' 

attempts to prevent the nose dropping during the main draught, by the application 
of up elevator, oan be clearly seen in most of the records. Pilots A, J, K and. L 

were also very successful in anticipating the nose up attitude change as the air- 

craft flew out of the.draught, msnaging to suppress this almost entirely by 

appropriately timed do~~~srd elevator movements. As a result the aircraft left the 

draught at roughly the datum flight condition and there was little subsequent 

phugoid like motion. 

Pilots D and H, (Figa. 6(e) and 6(f)), were less successful in controlling 

this nose up attitude change on leaving the draught, so that the aircraft tended 

to depart further from the datum condition, leaving sane residual disturbance to 

be damped out. In the prcoess of doing this tiiere was a tendency to set up the 

long peria3 oscillations in the flight path, of period about L+O seconds, which 

were commented on above. 

As mentioned earlier; Pilot N experienced much more difficulty in control- 

ling the simulator than the rest of the pilots. His record for the large draught 

encounter, (Fig. 6(g)), differs from the others, partly because the aircraft was 

less well stabilised before flying into the disturbance. Fig. 4(e), the complete 

time history of this trial shows that the portion of the record shown in Fig. 6(d 

actually starts in the middle of a long term oscillation of the flight path, which 

the pilot was attempting to oontrol by thrust changes. Initially the pilot's 

control action was suoh as to reinforce the nose down tendency produoed'by the 

draught, snd in consequence a maximum nose down attitude of 2J" was reached. This, 

combined with a deficiency in thrust at the beginning of the disturbance, led to 

an overall loss in height during the updraught. 

The general conclusion to be drawn frcan these records is that pilots who 
limited the attitude excursions by small, gontlo elevator movements, and who made 

few thrust and trim changes, wore more successful in controlling the aircraft than 

those who made power and trim changes freely. The latter showed. a distinct 

tendency to set up fairly long period oscillations in speed and flight path, and 

although these were not dangerously divergent on the simulator they were somewhat 

reminiscent of the oscillations occurring during at least one of the real flight 

incidents (Fig-l). These findings may be seen as a useful‘experimcntal demonstra- 

tion of the validity of the techniques now laid down for rough air flying. 
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4.2 Data from pilot comment 

The general opinion of the pilots was that the simulator represented the 

handling qualities of a large Jet transport aircraft quite well, despite the 

limited realism of the cockpit layout. 

One pilot who had experience of flying through storms felt that the 

representation of storm turbulence was reallstio, but perhaps not violent enough, 

while most felt that the actual cockpit motion was less severe than would have 

been expected from the behaviour of the flight instruments. Other oanments 

concerned the lack of any lateral component in the draughts, and the absence of 

any real element of fright. . 

When the loss of control incidents first occurred in flight it was thought 

that a contributory cause might be the pilots' oonoern with maintaining the 

cruising flight level, which they had been given by the air traffic control 

centre, even if this conflicted. with best turbulence flying technique of 

minimieing power changes. IYost of the pilots who took part in these tests were 

questioned on this point and they affirmed that they mould try to maintain their 

flight 1evel"as long as it seemed safe to do so". One of the reasons for 

including in the briefing the instruction to "make any calls to A.T.C.C.that you 

would consider appropriate" was to see how many pilots informed the A.T.C.C. of 

their inability to maintain height during the draughts. None did, but this was 

possibly due to the lack of operational realism in the simulation. 

4.3 Loss of control incident 

Towards the end of pilot J's trial an incident occurred which warrants 

particular comment because of its resemblance to some of the loss of control 

incidents which have occurred in flight. It may be identified in the complete 

time history of the trial, Fig. 4(c), by the oxoursion of the rate of climb 

trace off the edge of the record, while a clearor time history of the incident 

is reproduced as Fig.7. 

It occurred when the pilot had been asked to reduce height from 30000 feet 

to 20000 feet, and, as was usual during these tests, this instruction was made 

to coincide with a large downdraught. In this particular instance the pilot was 

also in conversation on the R/T with the scientist running the experiment, making 
. 

some ocmments about the performance of the aircraft. The record shows that the 

aircraft fairly slowly assumed an exoessive nosc down attitude, with consequent 

build up in rate of descent and airspeed. A peak nose down attitude of 33’, and 

a maxamum airspeed of 330 knots were attained before recovery. 



In disoussing the inoi&nt aftervrards the pilot s+ia that he was simply 

distracted from controlling the aircraft, when malting cramnents on it's perfor- 

mance, and failed to notice the situation building up. A contributory feature 

in delaying the recovery was the cramped conditions in the cockpit which made it 

difficult for him to apply as much up elevator as he wished. 

The time history of the sequence of events shown in Fig.7 may be tentatively 

analysed as follows:- 

Power was reduced to initiate the descent (whioh had been called for) from 

30000 feet to 20000 feet. This was followed a few seconds later by a nose down 

elevator movement, perhaps to counteract the fall off in airspeed which was 

beginning to occur as a result of the pcwer reduction. At this stage the air- 
craft entered the downdraught which caused. a sudden further loss in airspeed and 

a nose up pitching tendency (see Section 4.1). The nose down elevator movement 
was therefore‘maintained and power was increased. A few seconds later however 

the aircraft flew out of the down&aught and its effects were therefore suddenly 

removed. It would appear that at this stage the pilot was distracted by the 

conversation, for little effective action was taken for about 10 seconds, during 
which time the speed and rate of descent wore rapidly increasing. ' The first 

recovery action seems-to have been en increase in power, possibly to bring about 

a reduation in rate of descent, but the excessive speed condition then seems to 

have beocJiI8 apparent and this decision was rebersed, with the power being reduced 

to idle and up elevator applied. The major part of the recovery was then 

ccrmpleted at idle power, although full thrust was used at One later stage to 

prevent a large amplitude flight path oscillation from occurring. 

Although recovery in this instance was fairly straightforward it should be 
remembered that additional effects, not represented on this simulation, could. 

occur in practice which might combine to m&e the recovery more difficult. These 

include nose down trim changes withlldach number and thrust reduction, and loss of 

the elevator effectiveness. 

4.4 Investigation of other flight conditions 

Apart from the basic investigation described in the previous sections, the 

results of several subsidiary tests may be briefly recorded. These were; flight 

through turbulence with the artificial horizon inoperative; deliberate attempts 

by pilots to minimise speed or altitude deviations; and tho results from the 

two tests in which the aircraft stability was wrongly represented. (Section 3.) 
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After they had ccwpleted the main part of the tests several pilots were 

asked to try again, but with the pitch attitude indication on the artlfiolal 

horizon inoperative. In mew of the anphasis which has been placed on main- 

taining-close control over the aircraft attitude when flying in turbulence these 

tests showed surprisingly lxttle dxffercnce compared with those with the horizon 

operating. 

In some cases the pilots were also asked to concentrate on mmtaining 

~pe6d oi- height constant, to the exclusion of controlling the other variables. 

These tests were rather inconclusive however because of the difficulties which 

the pilots found in complying with such an ‘unnaturd’ method of control. 

Finally, the first two pilots were tested with the aircraft charactermtios 

wrongly represented, (see Section 3), so that the aircraft wss sped unstable. 

Even in this condition successful turbulence penetrntions were ma&z, but much 

greater variation in engine thrust was nccdcd and speed excursions of 24.0 knots 

were recorded. 

5 DISCUSSION 

In discussing the results of the present smulator tests it may be useful 

to consider the possible causes of 'loss of control by the pilot' in three broad 

classes. They are those arising frcm inattention or distraction, those due to 

excessive demands caotiws md those due to ocnfus~on or dlscrlentation. _____---- .-- 

The main osuse of the one cmplete loss of control incident whzch occurred 

during the present trials (Section 4.3) was clearly of the first type, although 

Its severity was probably increased by the demanding nature of the task. 

Inattention or dlstraotion ndght be expected to occur either through boredom, 

(an unlikely explanation in the present context) or through such absorption in 

one aspect of the task that others are neglected. It may be felt that a distrac- 

tion from the main flying task of the type reported here would be less likely to 

occur und'er the rather more compelling conditions of real flqht. On the other 

hand at least one incident has been recorded in actual civil operations where a 

flight path divergence, following an unnoticed autopilot disengagement, was 

first brought to the attention of the pilot by operation of the high &oh number 

WCllYli.ng. 

It is also a feature of the present day Jet transport that, because of its 

aercdynanucolesnness, increases in speed andliach number as a result of flight. 

path changes may OOOIX much more rapidly than was the case with propeller driven 

amcraft. Thus even fairly short periods of inattention may be of unusual 
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importance. This situation could be greatly worsen& in the absence of such 

devices as Alach trimmers. 

Generally speaking loss of control due to causes of this first the-are 

more liksly to occur as straightforward divergences in epccd, attitude and . 

height. In contrast, loss of control arising from excessive demands on piloting 

skill show a greater tendency to be oscillatory in character. _I 

For many years aircraft handling qualities studies have aimed at establish- 

ing those'charaoteristics of aircraft dynamic response which are necessary for 

satisfactory controllability. However such studies must be related to the 

operating conditions and task which the aircraft has to perform, and consequently 

there are no universal criteria against which the handling qualities may be 

juagea. 

In several of the present trials there was a noticeable tendency for the 

pilot to induce ccmpsratively long pericii osciilations, (p f 45 seconds), in 

speed and flight path when attempting to control the effects of the disturbances. 

Fig.1 shws that such oscillations also occurred during at least one of the real 

flight incidents, although with-the important difference that the oscillations 

then tended to be divergent, whilst those on the simulator were always satlsfacorily 

damped. 

In Fig.8 the longitudinaldynemic characteristics of the aircraft represetied 

in the present tests have been compared with the results of systematio handling 

qualities studies3 made in flight on a variable stability aircraft. The size of 

aircraft used for these tests was considerably smaller then that of a jet transport, 

and the role was also somewhat different, but the comparison is nevertheless felt 

to be worthwhile. Fig.8 shows that the jet transport characteristics lay in a 

region considered to be acoeptable but unsatisfactory in the systematic tests, 

while rearward movement of the 0.8. to reduce the restoring margin from 20,/i to 

16 would cause the characteristics to lie in the unacceptable region. (The 

effect of height variation is also shown in Fig.8.) 

Of equal importance are the comments made by the pilots who flew the variable 

stability aircraft. Nearly all ccn&alned of the'diffioulty of trimming the air- 

craft and of the proneness to induce oscillations when these characteristics were 

represented. This was attributed to the rather sluggish initial response, ccm- 

bined with the tendency for the motion to continue, or build up unexpectedly. 

These same comments could be readily applied to the simulated aircraft. 
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As already mentioned there was n considerable difference between the ease 

with which different pilots controlled the disturbances. Those.who followed the 

recommended techniques of luniting attitude changes most closely tended to 

maintain the best control. 

There was no evidence in the present tests of confusion or disorientation 

arising from apparently conflicting instrument readings or from unusual motion 

sensations. It must be remembered hovevex that the severity of the motions 

'which could be applied on the simulator were much less than those which would 

occur in flight. Also, by the rature of the briefing, pilots were awere that the 

cause of any unusual instrument ikkxtions was likely to be atmospheric distur- 

bances. In a brief preliminary trial before this experiment, pilots taking part 

in.another simulator exercxse were subJected to large updraughts without being 

told what was happening. Only one pilot promptly recognised the instrument 

readings as indicating a large fthermd’, while the others were all more or 

less confused. At least one formed the impression that some sort of instrument 

failure was being represented. 

This pilot also felt that, in any unusual situation, the pilot might 

instinctively try to fly on the &UXVLU-~ instruments, but he. shared the view 

that this could be a most dangerous practice when flying in turbulence. 

6 CCNCUJSIONS 

These tests shoned that worthv~hile ihvestigatlons of the difficulties of 

flying in severe atmospheric disturbances could be made on a ground based 

simulator, In particular the simulator provided valuable practical experience, 

and a 'feel' for the problem, which would otherwise be difficult to obtain. The 

limitations of the representation, particularly as regards motion simulation, and 

the absence of any real sense of danger must be recognised however. 

The tests shoUTed that some pilots had surprisingly little difficulty in 

controlling the aircraft despite the severe conditions represented. Those who 
limited attitude excursions by gent& use of the controls and made few thrust 

and trim changes had less difficulty in their flying than those who used throttle 

and trim changes freely, the latter tending to set up long period oscillations in 

flight path and speed which resembled, to scme extent, those which are known to 

have oocurred in at least one of the real flight incidents. These findings seem 

to provide a useful experimental demonstration of the validity of the techniques 

now laid down for rough air flying. 
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Only one incident which could be classed as a ocmplete loss of control 

occurred during the simlation, and this could be attributed to the temporary 

diatraotion of the pilot frw the main task of flying the aircraft. It serve3 

to underline the rapidity with which an out of control situation may develop . 

from short lapses in concentration. 

No cases of disorientation or severe confusion which might be attributed 

to apparently conflicting instrument indication3 were noted. Some pilots 

oomented however that th3y could easily imagine the situation beccming confusing, 

partioularly if any attempt were made to chase the deviations shorn up on the 

pressure instruments. 

The present study was oohined to searching for the way in which loss of 
control incidents might start. Further study may be needed of problems occurring 

subsequently, during attempts to recover control, and it is considered that the 

&round based flight simulator should provide a useful experimental tool for this 

work. *, 
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Appen&xA 

REEJ.ESEWl'ATION Or' TXE AIRCD OX THE SlXUT.ATOR 

The flight conditions to be represented on the simulator, (see Section 2) 

were those appropriate to a large jet transport aircraft 111 cruising flight at 

a typioal 'rough air speed'. 

A.1 Equations of niotion 

The equations of motion were written in the well-known linearised form, 

obtained by considering relatively small perturbations in the variables about a 

datum flight condition. The equations were referred to an axis system fixed in 

the aircraft, and the orientation of the axes was chosen so that they lay along 

and normal to, the relative wird. when the air&t was 111 the datum condition. 

Because of the presence of disturbances in the velooity of the air kass 

itself, due to turbulence and the longer term draughts, It was necessary to 

differentiate between the Idnematic velocity oomponents of the aircraft, 

(i.e. those with respect to some inertial datum, such as the ground), and the 

component's of-the aircraft's motion relative to the air Mmediately surrounding 

it. In the equations below the kinematic velocity components are denoted by 
. 

unsuffixed symbols, e.g. U, W, U, etc, while the oomponents relative to the air 

are suffixed, e.g. s, VR, etc. 

Coupling between the longitudinal a& lateral components of the motion was 
ignored. 

Lon~itdinal 

The following equations were used to represent the aircraft dynamics:- 

mfi = URXU+i7R'R$+ tXt -mg sin8 

2 =% zu + iR 21, + mq V + mg (cos 8 L 1) normal 

pitching* ' 

* In the equction for pitching moments the third term on the R.H.S. should 
strictly be YIR X+,. However this term could not be readily represented in the 
computer and it is felt that the form given was adequate in the present context, 
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where U, 'ii 
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perturbations in the components of velocity along the 

fmmrd and nomal axes respectively 

force derivatives along the forward~axis 

force derivatives along the normal axis 

aircraft mass 
acceleration clue to gravity 

throttle movement from datum setting 

pitohing moment of inertia 

pitching mament derivatives 

rate of pitch 

aircraft datum speed 

pitch attitude 

elevator angle 

Eliphht instrument indicatiOn8 

Thexassumptions made-about the indications of the aircraft pres+.re 

instruments arc-mentioned in Section 2.1; Briefly it wgs assuned that the 

instruments correctly depicted the actual motion of the* aircraft, without lags 

or other inperfections. 

Airspeed indication = qu (v f UR) 

Vgtical_airspecd indication = (V f U) sin 0 -W co8 8 

Altimeter indioation 

where. s da* height 

Lateral equations 

= % + / [(v + u) sin 8 - w 008 elm at 

The lateral equations were written m the oonvcntional mall perturbation 

forA:- 

!Z - yvP + rZ 34 =,o. sideslipping 
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Because the primary interest in this study was, in the longitudinal 

behaviour of tie aircraft, several small terms have been &tted f&m the 

complete equations in the interests of sunpliclty. The nota_tion for these 

lateral equations is that given inR an5I.L 18014. 

A.2 Numerical data 

The aerodynamic and other data used in the sivnilation 6ere'drawn from 

a number of unpublished souroes. They were taken to be broadly representative 

of the large jet transport class of aircraft at the rough sir cruising speed. 

Datum conditions and general airoraft data:- 

Veight 280 OCO lb 

Wing area 2800 ft2 

Equivalent airspeed 250 kt 

Altitude 30000 ft 

Maoh number 0.67 

Relative density 0.374 

True airspeed 409 kt (690 ft/sec) 

Lift coefficient 0.47 

Pitohing inertia 5 500 000 slug/ft2 

Longitudinal derivatives (see Section A.11 

The derivatives are given in the dimensional form used m the simulation. 

Values of the corresponding non-dimensional derivatives are given in brackets. 

X 
"= 
m -0.0059 ft/sec2 *er ft/scc (xu = -0.03) 

X w 
m 

= +0.0102 ft/seo2 per ft/seo ("w = +0.055) 

3 
m= -O.Ogjl+ ft/seo2 per ft/seo (zu = -0.47) 

Z 
2 
m = -0.&j ft/seo2 per ft/seo (Z, = -2.31) 

Id 
J! 
B = -0.192°/sec2 per ft/scc (mw = -0.162) 

M 
9 

T 
= -o.595°/seo2 per "/se, 

'"s 
= -0.4&8) 
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M. 
" 
B = -0.0188 O/sea2 per ft/soa2 

(% = -0.171) 

Y 
fi = -1.71 O/seo2 per o b = 4.122) 

(also $ = 0.15, ~1, = 5$6 and, ? = 5.04'~~~) 

k&%dl derivatives (see Scotion A.11 

p2 = 49.5 iA = 0.1q i. =- 0.20. 

% = -0.37 

cv = -0.138 

n 
V 

ii +0.086 

c 
P = -0.40 

"P 
= -0.075 

&r = qo.15 

n r = -0.i4 
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AppentixB 

'dEEE3PITATIOX OF THE A'EOSRiEXIC DISTLIi-iB~CES 

(see Section 2) 

The simulated atmospheric dwhdoances used in this stdy consisted of 

two aistlnct ccmponents; a comparatively high frequency, rsnclomly varying 
part, representing mcderate to severe turbulence, and a component which varied 

more slowly, but whloh attained maximum velocities of up to 200 feet/second. 

These latter variations were termed 'draught&'. 

B.1 Sirmlatlon of randomly vexsing stmospheric turbulence 

Voltage analogues of the fore-and-aft, normal and lateral components of 

atmospheric turbulence were produced by three mdependent noise generatars, 
which were based on a design by Douce and Shaokelton5. The mal~l feature of this 

design is the use of a clipping circuit, acting on the audio frequency noise 

produced by a conventional thyratron, to generate noise with a substantially 

uniform power spectrum at low frequonoios, .(up to, say, 15 cps). This uniform 

pacer spectrum was then shaped by a filter to match, approximately, the power 

spectrum of atmospheric turbulence. 

For the present tests no actualmeasuremsnts of spectrum shape for the 

severely convective conditions of turbulence being represented were available. 

The snalytioal expression usually used in the past6, however, for the spectrum 

shape under more mcderate corditions is:- 

?= 

2 I + 3 f12 L2 

x 2 22 (?+R L) 
01) 

where Q(C) is the power spectrum, (feet/seoond)2 per ra&i.ens/feet 

u FiK3 of turbulence feet/second 

L turbulence 'scale', feet 

R space frequency, radians per feet 

In the spectrum given above the turbulence distribution.@ considered as a 

function of space. For an aircraft traversing this spatial turbulence distribu- 

tion the speotnrm may be converted into a time ?izstril@ion by the simple 

relationship 

w =,vo @ 2) 

where o = frequency, redians/second 
V = true speed, feet/seood 
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80 that the spectrum in terms of time frequency is 

i 

7 

vzL 
sy = + j ;;.3& 2 

v2 

@Ia) 

L. -J 

For the purposes of representing turbulence during.piloted simdation it 

is usually sufficient if the general shape of ,$he spectrum is reprcducd The 

expression (Bla) above &CNS that at very low frequenoies the power spectrum 

tends to a constant value:- 

while for high frequexicSs:- 

Thus, the high frequency asymptote of the power speotrum given by (Bla) 

is the ssme as that which would be obtained by passing unWorm white noise 

through a simple first order filter having a 'break frequency! .given by:- 

0331 

i.e. 
radians/second 

Although the value for tho turbulence scale which has generally been 

usea in the past6 is L = 1000 feet, there is some unpublished evidence which 

points towards considerably larger values. For the yesent tests a sosle of 

L E 2750 feet was represented since this d&wed existing filters for the 

noise generator to be used. 

The power spectrum given by the ardytioal expression, (Bla) is compared 

in Fig.9 with the speotnrm which would, theoretically, be obtained by passing 

unirorm white noise through a simple first order filter. Also shown in the 

same figure is the measured power spectrum of the filtered noise which was 

used to represent turbulence &ring this simulation. In pactice it was 
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found necessary to inclde sdditionsl oomponents in the filter in order to 

Icaintain the d.c. level at zero and to achieve the desired fall off in power 

at the higher frequencies. This was presumably due to departures in the shape 

of the pre-filtered spectrum from its ideal form. 

B.2 Simulatiori of 'draughtsf 

The time hlstory of the draughts was assumed to be a series of linear 

ramp functions of velocity against time, whose gradients could be varied between 

550 feet/second*, (i.e. a ~draugbt'shesr of shout 0.085 second-'), and whose 

peak velocity ocmponents were 2200 feet/second. Any desired draught time history 

could be approximated to, within these limits, by a succession of such ramp 

functions. 

Having generated the draught time history, its orientation, i.e. whether a 

vertical, horizontal, or inclined draught, could be selected by taking propor- 

tions of It to represent the horizontal and verticnl components. F&ally these 

horizontal and. vertical components were resolved along the aircraft's bcdy axes:- 

uR = U + UG + A co9 8 - Y sin 6 

TR = W+wG++sine+"'cose 

where X and p are the horizontal and vertical components of the draught, snd, 

as in Appendix A.l, U, W sre the kinemntx velocity components 

along the aircraft body axes, while the suffiocs R and G denote 

velocities of the aircraft rclatlve to the air mass, snd the 

velocity components due to the random turbulence. 
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In the vel‘tlcel plane of up to 2W ftlsec were studied during flight on in the vertical plans ol up to 200 It/sac were SRldled durlw lllgbt on 
1nstrrmmts. Instnnmnts. 

‘Nest Pilots had rplr!rlslwly little difficulty In contmlllng ti alnx-aft 
despite the seven? condltlons regp~sented. 2me rho mQ p07mr and trim 
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A EmUkd based flight slnX&L.or, taring mtlon Weedons ln~pltch and mll, 
Ias been used to study 0~ difflcultles of flying a mpmsentatl~ jet 
tmn.sPart all-craft through seven st4nn turbulence. Random atms~rlc 
dlsturtmmes of NC mloclty 15 ftlmc, cmblmd wit41 longer tdrm drauhts 
In the vwtlcal plane ol up to 2W it/s% WBR studied dm-lng fllghr on 
Irstn5anr.s. 

nest pilots had sin-p-lslogly 11tc1e dlfflculty In contm111ng the a1rcmrc 
despite the sew-e condltlom mpraented. Snm dm m& pomr and trim 
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changps freely, hawaver, tendsd to set up long prlod osclllatlons In 
sped and flight path. SlmilaT to those nhlch Mals been remted In flight. 
-IBe msults ~ppvlde a us&ul expwlmultal dewstmtlon of tha ralldlty of 
currant rough ah- flying tschn1ques. 

Gnc case of temporary loss of control oocun-ed dwlng the tests and thls 
ws attrlbutabla to t& dlstraClo” of the pilot fx,n the main rlylng 
task durlnli R/T txmnrsatlon. 

otaw%i Ireely, homaper. fandsd to set UP long ~riod osclllatlons in changss fZVely, hoaaver. tend+d to at Up long prlod oscllLaClons In 
Sped and flight path, similar Co those ~Alch have been mwIZed In flight. speed and Ill&It path, similar to those mblch bars been FspovZrd In flight. 
llm m.wpllts p~vlQ a useful nxpwinanfal denunstratlon d tie valldlty of Tha msu1cs Pavlda a usMu exIprl@mntal 0mDnstmc1on 0r tin ralldlty or 
c-t mu& air ilying technlqus.8. currant mugh air flying taohnlqrus. 

One oase or tempo- loss of wntml occu-red durlw the tests and this 
IBs attributable to tlB dlstract1on of tha pilot rmm the main flying 

task dlrlw R/T ooIIRrsnC.lon. 

we aase 0r Lemparary loss 0r oontml wcumd dwlng the tesC.¶ and this 
res attrlbutabla to tlu dlstractlon of tIu pilot from till rein rlylng 
task dw0I.S R/T cOn~rs¶tlon. 
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